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A METHOD O F GENERATING A PRODUCTION STRATEGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT O F

A RESERVOIR O F HYDROCARBON IN A NATURAL ENVIRONM ENT

DESCRIPTION

OBJECT O F THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to a method of generating a production strategy for

the development of a reservoir of hydrocarbon in a natural environment by solving a

minimization problem involving, among others, decisional variables, in such a way said

decisional variables are reduced or even eliminated by combining them with other

continuous variables. The reduction of decisional variables provides a high reduction of

the computational cost. The elimination of all decisional variables allow a further

reduction of the computational cost as solvers such as Mixed Integer Nonlinear

Programming allowing the use of decisional variables that are not needed anymore. A

particular case of decisional variables are binary variables.

PRIOR ART

The number of discoveries of hydrocarbon reserves is expected to decay in the near

future. Even when hydrocarbon reserves have been proven for a certain region, it is

still quite complicated to produce it. During the last years, new production techniques

have taken new relevance to produce complex reservoir which are not economic

profitable with natural depletion or water injection.

Determining whether investing in a new hydrocarbon reservoir candidate is a good

business decision depends on the inherent value of the reservoir. Decisions around

optimum field development plan are extremely delicate due to the high number of

variables and the complexity of the phenomena involved (e.g. fluid flow in porous

media, interaction between rock and fluid etc.).

Factors determining the inherent value of the reservoir include, for example, the total

amount of material that is ultimately recoverable from each new hydrocarbon

reservoir (production potential), market prices (oil and/or natural gas prices) and the

cost of recovering that material, or capture difficulty. Until the material is actually

recovered, however, that inherent value can be estimated among other from



numerical simulations.

Even if the available information on certain reservoir allow to low uncertainty

regarding the behavior of the rock / fluid interaction to be simulated; the value of the

reservoir highly depends on the plan strategy used when deploying the facilities.

Variables as the number of wells, the well location, schedule and their control must be

defined among others subjected to certain constrains such as the maximum number of

wells, the development period or others related to the well control.

It should be stressed that in general all optimization algorithms require a first stage

where the search space needs t o be explored globally. After this first exploration stage,

the solution found is often incrementally improved until some optimization stopping

criterion is satisfied. The selection of the algorithm has strong dependency on the type

of problem to be solved, the size of the search space or in other words the number of

variables to optimize, its robustness to introduce constrains of different type and the

search/exploration capabilities.

It is well known in the prior art t o provide a high number of strategy plans within a

search space wherein decisional variables such as binary variables are involved. The

use of binary variables such as those variables indicating that a certain well is a

producer well or an injector well imposes the use of solver algorithms requiring a very

high computational cost when compared to those solving problems, even non-linear,

with only continuous variables.

The present invention proposes a new formulation for generating a field development

plan (a production strategy) for reservoirs having a very demanding requirements in

terms of computational time to evaluate a non-linear objective function, large size of

search space and subjected to a large number of constrains involving decisional

variables which results in a simpler optimization model to solve and that requires a

lower computational cost for reaching an optimal solution.

DESCRIPTION O F THE INVENTION

The present invention is a method of generating a production strategy for the



development of a reservoir of hydrocarbon in a natural environment involving very

demanding requirements and involving categorical decisions that need t o be modeled

using decisional variables. The decisional variables are the elements under control of

the model developer and their values determine the solution of the model. The

decisional variable may be represented with an integer. One of the most used

decisional variables is the binary decisional variables. Said binary variables are

variables that may be represented by two values, true/false, producer/injector, etc. A

first example of decisional variable, a binary variable, is that representing the status of

a well as productor/injector. A second example of decisional variable is that

representing the type of fluid to be injected in a well like water/gas/water-gas mix. In

this particular case the decisional variable may take three different values.

The method is interpreted as an computer implemented method wherein the main

steps are carried out by means of a computer system.

We denote by x the decisional variable. In a particular framework TL is the set where

the decisional variable is, x E ¾ wherein TL represents integer values.

According to an example, some decisions are responsive to the value of binary

decisional variables having two alternative values, a first value and a second value,

being the first and the second value of said binary variable adopted as a convention. A

method comprising a general formulation of certain condition may be formulated for

certain convention but it would be also valid for the contrary convention. Therefore, a

condition expressed as:

"the binary variable B is water if S variable is positive/negative and B is gas if

Si variable is negative/positive,"

should be interpreted as:

"the binary variable B is water if S variable is positive and B is gas if S variable

is negative; or,

the binary variable B is water if S variable is negative and B is gas if S variable

is positive".

because the method does not depend on a particular convention and both



conventions are equivalent.

As it was said before, generating a production strategy for the development of a

reservoir of hydrocarbon in a natural environment involves very demanding

requirements and, this is particularly true when a low recovery factor is associated

with the target reservoir allow the use of the know technique known as Water

Alternative Gas (WAG) strategy to enhance hydrocarbon recovery for reservoir .

The use of WAG allows to improve sweep efficiency limiting fingering and hydrocarbon

trapping at macroscopic (Water injection -Wl) and microscopic (pore) (Gas Injection -

Gl) level. This is an example of field development plan requiring the use of binary

decisional variables, in addition to other binary decisional variables, for instance those

indicating if certain well is a producer well or an injection well. This particular example

will be deeply described as a preferred embodiment.

A first aspect of the invention is a method of generating a production strategy, also

identified as a field development plan, wherein part of the result is the layout of the

wells in the field and their control.

The selection of a field development plan is the output of the most profitable and risk-

acceptable configuration associated to a compendium of field and operational

constrains. In the application of optimization methods to real fields, key elements of

success are: a flexible formulation able to include the required constrains and a robust

algorithm to deal with a variety of variables in number and types. This very general

problem taking into account all of this aspects may be addressed by applying the first

aspect of the invention in an affordable manner.

According to a first aspect of the invention, the method generates a production

strategy for the development of a reservoir of hydrocarbon in a natural environment

limited by a surface (A) where the well layout is defined. The method comprises the

following steps:

a) determining an objective function to be maximized f depending at least on:

- the continuous variables representing the well locations Pi i = 1. .N per well,

being N the number of wells,



- the continuous variables representing the well controls Z i i = 1. .N; and,

- one decisional variable Bi i = 1. .N per well;

The objective function to be maximized is commonly an economic measure, as the Net

Present Value (NPV), varying variables such as type, locations, control and drilling

schedule, subjected to several operational constrains (i.e. maximum number of wells,

minimum gas injection, inter-well-distance, the surface (A) where the well locations

are, etc.).

The same problem may be formulated using a minimization problem but, in this case,

the method is interpreted as an equivalent method.

Step a) comprises the minimum variables that need t o be taken into account for the

layout of the wells and their control; that is, the well location in the surface (A)

identified by the continuous variables P i = 1. .N wherein index i = 1. .N represents

the i t well among the N wells. The number of wells, according to a preferred

embodiment, is not an optimization variable but a restriction. Once the optimum is

reached the number of wells can be computed by post-processing, that is, summing

the perforated wells that are determined by the decisional variables .

More complex scenarios may require optionally additional variables such as the

continuous variables representing the gas lift rates per well GL i i = 1. .N , being the

gas lift an artificial-lift method in which gas is injected into the production tubing to

reduce the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid column and it allows the reservoir liquids

to enter the wellbore at a higher flow rate.

Step a) also involves an at least one decisional variable Bi i = 1. .N per well. This

decisional variable requires the use of particular solvers being able t o deal with

decisional variables taking into account for instance integer variables or Boolean

variables. These solvers are more expensive in terms of computational cost and the

complexity of the problem to solve and the cost increases with the total number of

decisional variables.

This problem is solved by the invention by:

b) determining a transformation of variables by combining at least one decisional

variable B and one or more non-decisional variables (Ρ ,Ζ into a new

continuous variable S and, determining non-decision over the variable S being



the number of non-decision equal to the number of all possible decisions such

that:

-for the non-decisional variables to be combined, when one of the non-decisional

variable takes a non-zero value, the rest of non-decisional variables are

null; and,- the non-decisional variables P Z and the decisional variable B

are responsible from the values of S and from the conditions within the

space of decisions.

Each new continuous variable S involving the combination of one decisional variable

and one or more continuous variable reduces the total number of variables to be

solved and, additionally one of the reduced variables are the decision ones which are

the variables having high impact in the computational cost.

One of the most important examples of decisional variables is those showing two

different conditions, a first and a second condition. These particular conditions may be

easily implemented using Boolean variables. More complex decisional variables may

comprises a higher number of values that may be implemented using integer variables.

The new variable S i taking into account the conditions, gathers the whole information

of all combined variables.

As an embodiment, if the decisional variable only has two different conditions, the sign

function may be used as an efficient function providing the first and the second

condition responsive to the continuous variable S^.

In a preferred embodiment the first and second condition is the sign of the S variable

such that the binary variable B combined when defining the S variable takes its first

value if is positive/negative and its second value if S is negative/positive. Then, the

first condition may be expressed as S > 0 and the second condition may be expressed

as Si < 0 . More complex conditions may also be expressed for instance y using a cut

off value different from zero.

In a particular embodiment, three variables (one binary decisional variable and two

continuous variables) are combined into a single continuous S one. The two

continuous variables, the injection of water rate and the injection of gas rate in the



same well, show non-zero values in different intervals of their time domain. The new

continuous variable gathers the information of the binary variable (the sign of S^),

the information of the water injection (for instance the positive values of S^) and the

gas injection (for instance the negative values of interpreted as positive; that is, the

absolute value but only for the intervals of being negative).

Additionally the method comprises:

c) determining the constrains to be satisfied for the selected variables;

d) solving the optimization problem defined by the objective function f expressed as a

function of the new combined variables plus the non combined variables of

step a) by means of a solver restricted to the constrains.

Those variables that have not been combined are kept. The optimization problem

involves a reduced number of variables as the subset of combined variables has

reduced the total number of variables and each combination has eliminated a binary

decisional variable. However, the solved problem provides information of all variables

as the new variables allow reconstructing the values of the combined ones.

Once the problem has been solved with a lower computational cost the method

comprises:

e) determining the original variables of step a) defined before the combination from

the variables used by the solver,

f ) making at least one of the original variables available.

An specific embodiment of making at least one of the original variables available is by

providing a production strategy in response t o the optimal computed values expressed

in the original values.

The output of the method is the same as a method using the original variables defined

in step a) but incurring in a lower computational cost.

A second aspect of the invention is a computer program product configured to carry

out a method as disclosed.

A third aspect of the invention is a system for the development of a reservoir of

hydrocarbon in a natural environment deployed according to a production strategy



defi ned by a method as disclosed.

DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

These and other features and advantages of the invention w i l l be seen more clea rly

from the following detai led description of a preferred embodiment provided on ly by

way of i l lustrative and non-li miti ng example in reference to the attached drawings.

Figure 1 This figure shows a schematic layout of wel ls in a hydroca rbon reservoi r

limited by a surface (A).

Figure 2 This figure shows a WAG injection scheme and the set of functions

involved in the method accordi ng t o an embodi ment for one specific

well.

DETAILLED DESCRIPTION O F THE INVENTION

The present invention is a method for generati ng a production strategy for the

development of a reservoi r of hyd rocarbon in a natura l envi ronment which is being

limited in its surface by region that herei nafter w i l l be identified as surface (A), in

which a layout of wel ls and the control over said wells is also provided . Figure 1 shows

an embodiment of the surface ( A ) located over a reservoi r. In this figure, a set of well

locations are depicted which has been ca lcu lated accordi ng t o an opti mization method

wherei n said optimization method involves additiona l varia bles such as the well

control.

A specific embodi ment of the invention is disclosed wherein said specific embodi ment

implements severa l improvements of the method accordi ng to the invention in order

to understa nd severa l pa rticula rities and possi bilities that provides a further reduction

of the computationa l cost.

The embodi ment is a method for a field development pla n opti mization genera lized for

continuous phase (water or gas) and/or WAG injection. The proposed optimization

problem covers well placement, control, schedule and gas lift under uncertai nty. This

problem inherently form ulated as Mixed Integer Nonlinea r Progra ming (M INLP) is

relaxed to a Nonli nea r Progra ming with non-li nea r constrains in order to take into

account operationa l restrictions.



A Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm, has been used t o solve this nonlinear

optimization problem. The use of a real field as test bench poses additional strength on

the robustness of the formulation in presence of a large number of decisional variables

(e.g. tens of variables) and constrains.

Water Alternative Gas (WAG) injection is proposed as one of the main production

mechanism of a target reservoir. WAG schemes allow improving sweep efficiency

limiting fingering and hydrocarbon trapping at macroscopic.

The proposed method, according t o this embodiment, allows determining the

complete optimum field development (number, position, schedule and control of the

wells) for WAG scheme.

In the present formulation due t o the very nature of the WAG strategy, the limited

number of wells t o locate, the morphology of the reservoir and the presence of

already drilled wells, the use for instance of a pattern strategy is discouraged and a

well-to-well optimization has been considered instead. This means that the dimension

of the problem t o solve is large. To have an order of magnitude if we only had t o solve

for the WAG cycle definition the problem would scale roughly as twice the number of

wells plus three additional variables for the time frequency multiplied the number of

WAG period.

In order t o reduce the number of variables and allowing standard optimization tools to

be efficiently employed special care was given t o the formulation. Due t o the no n

linear operational constrains, the highly non-linear objective function and the use of

categorical decisional variables, the optimization problem so formulated as a Mixed

Integral Non Linear Programing (MINLP) has been relaxed t o a more advantageous

Nonlinear Programing.

An additional constrain which is being considered during the formulation and the

selection of the solution method is the computational burden associated t o each

simulation. As global figure the computational time associated t o the simulation of a

production strategy on the studied field is around 8hrs/processor.



ln order to have an efficient optimization the algorithm used is required to scale well

with the problem size, perform an efficient global search and be able to handle

different type of variable. PSO technique has been selected applied due to the success

in solving efficiently well placement problems.

Optimization Problem

The optimization problem can be formalized as follows:

max f(x,x d,xb , subject to c x,xd,xb ≤

Z identifies well control, P well location, GL gas lift variables and B any decision

optimization variables; and N the number of wells.

/ is the objective function we seek t o maximize (i.e. NPV) with:

Ω = {x E E n x l < x < X being x x the lower and upper limit respectively,

and Ω the continuous space of well control and gas lift;

- ld = {xd E ' xdl ≤ x ≤ xdu } being x l , x the lower and upper limit

respectively in the discrete space, and d is said discrete space t o identify the cell

drilling location;

= {x E E n " x = 0,1} is the binary decisional space of well type, decisional

variables to identify dril l/not-dril I (for instance x = 0 representing "drill" and

x = 1 representing "not-drill"), injector/producer, gas/water phases;

c is the constrain vector c E E m .

The vector x is composed by the well-to-well optimization variables solved

concurrently; and,

- η,η ', η" the dimension of each former space.

Reduction of variables

Well control - WAG cycle definition

As it is shown in figure 2 a-d), the WAG strategy consists in batches of water and gas

applied alternatively. From here on we define as cycle the sequence of one batch of

water and one of gas and as period the length of consecutive identical cycles. A cycle is

described mainly by four variables: the fluid injection rate and the batch duration in

time (days), for any batches of water or gas. A period is defined by the number of



cycles as shown in figure 2a).

Figure 2 shows four functions:

a binary decisional variable (f Q) indicating that, being the well and injector well,

water of gas is being injected;

two non-decisional variables, a first variable according to a function wherein its

value represents the rate of water injected; and, a second variable according to a

function wherein its value represents the rate of gas injected.

Function ( represents the rate of water being injected as a function of time and

function (f 2 ) represents the rate of gas being injected as a function of time.

When water is being injected through the injector well no gas is being injected and,

when gas is being injected through the injector well no water is being injected. Water

and gas injection are exclusive alternatives.

f and f 2 meets the following criterion: if one non-decisional function is non-zero, then

the other non-decisional variables must be null. Additionally, is non-zero when the

binary decisional variable indicates that the well is injecting water and f 2 is non-zero

when the binary decisional variable indicates that the well is injecting gas.

According to an embodiment of the invention, a new function f 3 is defined combining

the binary decisional variable and both non-decisional variables, and f2 that, is, the

water injection rate (Z ) and the gas injection rate (Zg ) respectively.

Function f3 takes the value of when the decisional variable takes the value (W);

and, takes the value of —f 2 when the decisional variable takes the value (G). The

values of f Q, f f 2 can be recovered from f 3 as follows:

f = W if f 3 is positive and f Q = G if f 3 is negative.;

f i = 'f > 0 a d = 0 elsewhere;

f 2 = —f 3 if f 3 < 0 and f 2 = elsewhere.

In particular, for the implementation of this example, f Q values are obtained from the

sign x function checking whether f3 is positive or negative, and and f2 are the



water injection rate (z ) and the gas injection rate (zg ) respectively. f 3 has been

norma lized ranging between -1 and 1.

The categorica l varia ble switches between fluids, water and gas when the wel l is

injecti ng a f luid into the reservoi r.

Therefore, a relaxation to the problem form ulation has been applied in order to reduce

the num ber of varia bles and t o avoid categorica l ones yet linea rizing the production

constrain. This space tra nsformation allows to relax the bina ry decisiona l varia bles t o a

sign function Ω U Ω → r b {x E } .

A varia ble z is defi ned t o determi ne the well WAG injector rate function of the WAG

period and batch type. The varia ble bounds are defined as:

Zg,i,t — ^g,i,t — ^g,i,t

with i E N , t E T

where N is the number of injector wells, T the num ber of periods. From now on, i

index wil l indicate that the varia ble is associated to an injector well and the t index

indicate that the varia ble is associated t o certai n period , g index w i l l denote gas and

index wi l l denote water.

That is, for insta nce, the sum mation ∑ W ¾ , , extended over a flow rate zg

indicates that the flow rate in the wel l is the gas injection rate (identified by the g

index), i index indicates that summation is extended over al l injection wel ls and t index

identify certai n period. Varia bles related to the wel l are represented with lowercase

letters and varia bles related to the production of the reservoir, the sum of al l wells, are

represented with uppercase letters.

The lower and upper ba r , are the lower and upper bou nds respectively. The

opti mization varia bles x input to the opti mization algorithm are bounded between -1

(gas) and 1 (water). The sign is associated with the injection behavior, in other words,

negative means gas injection and positive water injection; and the module resca led

within its lower and upper bound is the amou nt of water/gas to be injected. The



mathematical description for the WAG operational restrictions is then as follow:

f x i,t 0 z w,i,t = z w,i,t + w,i,t w,i,t) \x i,t \

f x i,t 0 z g,i,t = z g,i,t + ,i,t ,i,t | i,t |

wherein

under the constrains

' GAS <z.as,t <zGAS

WATER < water t < ZWATER

t E T

as ZWATER, ZGAS are the bounded field values. The formulation is generic enough to

covers the case of standard water injection strategy. Finally, three new variables are

introduced: t , t w and f . Where t9 is the period gas injection time (single batch), t

period water injection time (single batch) and f r e number of time a cycle is

repeated within the period. The length of on WAG period ∆ can be defined as:

∆ < AT = t9 + t ) * f r ≤ T

with the additional constrain

with Tsim the simulated time. This constrain not only allows to determine the period

duration but it can also be used t o constrain any period to a specific event imposed by

the operator, hence, computing f r as a post processing and reducing its variability.



Well number, location and schedule

Accordi ng to this embodiment, in order t o defi ne the location and the number of wel ls,

the reservoi r can be clustered in areas with high production potentia l . The clusters

definition is conditioned to the reservoi r location and t o the wel l type (producers /

injectors). This cel l ensem ble, identified by the discrete cel l index, is then linea rized

into one continuous varia ble for easier treatment in the opti mization problem . Each

candidate well is associated to such a varia ble and a sign f unction used t o determine

the status dril l o r not-dril l if respectively positive or negative. The tota l num ber of wel ls

is then computed therefrom . Considered that there are no restrictions in the well

location but the cluster, inherently the sched ule is associated to the position vector.

Restriction on the wel l dista nce has also been applied in the aim of red ucing the

interference between drai nage radi us.

The restriction itself should not be necessa ry considered that the opti mum should

reduce the wel l interference to maxi mize NPV, it is yet consider importa nt t o speed up

the algorithm convergence. The form ulation can be sum marized as:

\ \Pt - Pj \ \2 ≥ d , Vi £ N welltot i ≠ j

Pi = r ( ) with y E l , P E l 2

with Pi bei ng the location of wel l /' and the function r ( ) used t o convert the

conti nuous and norma lized opti mization varia ble y in a discrete cel l value. The

function r(y) is a mappi ng f unction havi ng as input a contin uous norma lized bou nded

varia ble y and as output the wel l location belonging to a predefined area sub

ensem ble of A non-necessa ri ly continuous or convex. The well location is later mapped

into a cell index va lue identified by its coordinate pair. N welltot is the tota l num ber of

wel ls in the field incl udi ng any pre-existi ng ones.

This pa rt of the form ulation has been descri bed by a tota l of N wellmax varia bles being

the max num ber of wel ls possi ble t o dril l in the field. Noteworthy, each location

varia ble is com posed by a continuous and bina ry problem [0, 1] that w i l l be treated

accordingly as descri bed in the opti mization algorithm . The tota l num ber of new

perforated wells is then com puted as the sum of Producers N P and Injectors N



N wellmax
wells ax sign yi , ) with N,wells = Np + N, subject to

Gas lift

In order to determine the gas lift optimization, a variable representing the gas lift rate

per well has been introduced. The formulation reads:

gl ≤ gh ≤ gl

where the gl is the dimensional gas lift rate and is bounded between its upper gl and
lower gl bound. An additional linear constrain should be added to include the field

upper limit:

Where NP is the number of producer wells and GL the upper boundary of the field gas

lift rate. NP is therefore the total number of variables associated t o the gas lift

formulation.

Solver

A particle Swarm Optimization algorithm has been used. The PSO algorithm is easily

parallelizable since, at each iteration, the evaluation of all particles in the swarm can

be performed concurrently.

As was expressed earlier the optimization problem involves continuous and categorical

variables. In the present formulation all categorical are binary decisional variables

associated with a sign function. A hybrid PSO / Binary PSO has been therefore

proposed allowing the solution of the coupled problem.

The optimization problem formulated above has been carried out using a single

objective function based on the NPV. This is the most common formulation in field

development plan optimization; however, it may bring to unwanted solution based on

operator sentiments and experience which cannot be introduced in a proper



mathematical formulation. Examples could be a development plan with a too large or

too small number of wells yet presenting a high NPV. Large number of wells, for

example, can introduce logistic problems on how to deal with the drilling, too small

number can result in a high oil production par well increasing the dependence of the

field production to a too limited number of wells.

In order to present the most suitable optima, in this studies we related all the

simulated field development into a Pareto plot. The idea is t o rank the solutions,

optimized on NPV, with respect to other important figures such as field oil production

and number of wells. In view of the Pareto plot the operator and the partners can

decide the most suitable plan in view of a pool of optima solution.

The performance of the optimization algorithm has result very efficient when

compared with the same problem using only original variables involving all the

decisional variables.

In case of PSO for example the reduction in optimization variables reduces the size of

the domain improving the particle search when compared to the prior art.

For instance, according to said prior art, an alternative approach using brute force,

allowing all variables to be optimized without problem relaxation, yields to the use of a

larger number of particles and algorithm iterations reducing the overall performances.

The increase in computational cost is more evident for common well-known

alternative optimization algorithms (i.e. based on the evaluation of the numerical

gradient of the objective function). In these cases the number of simulation to perform

scales as twice the number of optimization variables making the problem prohibitive

to be solved.

Because in the disclosed embodiment all decisional variables have been combined

with non-decisional variables, the resulting problem has been solved with more

efficient solvers as non-decisional variables are involved. The post-processing cost for

recovering the original variables is almost negligible compared to the computational

cost of the solver; therefore, the combination and recovering steps are not detrimental

t o the efficiency of the present invention.



CLAIMS

1.- A com puter implemented invention for generating a production strategy for the

development of a reservoi r of hyd rocarbon in a natura l envi ronment, wherein said

natural environment is limited in by a surface (A), com prising the fol lowing steps

ca rried out by mea ns of a com puter system :

a) determini ng an objective function to be maxi mized / depending at least on:

- a decisiona l varia ble B i i = 1 . . N per well being N the num ber of wel ls,

non-decisiona l varia bles representi ng the well locations P i i = 1 . . N on the

su rface {A),

- non-decisiona l varia bles representi ng the well controls Z i ί = 1 . . N and,

b) determini ng a tra nsformation of varia bles by com bining at least one decisiona l

varia ble B and one or more non-decisiona l varia bles ( ) into a new non-

bina ry varia ble S and, determining conditions over the variable S , being the

num ber of conditions equa l t o the num ber of al l possible decisions such that:

- for the non- decisiona l variables to be com bined, when one of the non- bina ry

varia ble t akes a non-zero va lue, the rest of non- bina ry varia bles are nu ll;

and,

- the non-decisiona l varia bles Ρ , Ζ and the decisiona l varia ble B are responsi ble

from the va lues of S and from the conditions within the space of decisions,

c) determini ng the constrai ns t o be satisfied for the selected varia bles;

d) solving the opti mization problem defi ned by the objective function / expressed as a

function of the new com bined varia bles S plus the non com bined varia bles of

step a) by mea ns of a solver restricted to the constrains;

e) determini ng the origina l varia bles of step a) defi ned before the com bination from

the varia bles used by the solver;

f ) providing a prod uction strategy in response t o the optima l com puted va lues

expressed in the origi na l va lues.

2.- A method accordi ng t o claim 1, wherein in step a), the objective function to be

maxi mized / further depends on the non-decisiona l varia bles representi ng the gas lift

rates per wel l GL i ί = 1 . . N and, on step b), the GL i i = 1. .N is a further varia ble

among the rest of conti nuous varia bles.

3.- A method according to clai m 1 or 2, wherein in step b), each decisiona l varia ble



Βι, i = 1 . . N is com bined with one or more non-decisiona l varia bles , , G , i =

1. .N into N new non-decisiona l varia bles S , i = 1 . . N begin the optimization problem

defi ned by the objective function / expressed only on non-decisiona l varia bles; and,

wherein the solver is a non-li nea r solver.

4.- A method according to nay of claims 1 or 3, wherei n the objective function to be

maxi mized / depends at least on a bina ry decisiona l varia ble B i i = 1 . . N indicating

that the well is either a production wel l (PW) or an injection wel l (IW) .

5.- A method accordi ng to any preceding claim and clai m 4, wherein the objective

function to be maxi mized / depends at least on a bina ry decisiona l varia ble

B i i = 1 . . N indicati ng that the well, if the well is an injector wel l, is either injecti ng

water (W) or injecting gas (G).

6.- A method accordi ng to any precedi ng clai m, wherein decision condition is bina ry

and the space of decisions com prises a f irst and a second condition, being said

conditions the sign of the varia ble such that the bina ry varia ble B t akes its first

va lue if is positive/negative and its second va lue if S is negative/positive.

7.- A method accordi ng t o any precedi ng clai m and according to claims 5 and 6,

wherei n for certain injection well (IW), the well control is defined by the combination

of:

- a bina ry variable B indicati ng that the well is injecti ng water (W) well or the

well is injecti ng gas (G) well,

- a well control Z w i for the water injection; and,

- a well control Zg i for the gas injection,

into a new varia ble representi ng the well control according to a Water Alternative

Gas strategy as fol lows:

- the injection alternates the injection in batches of water and gas along a period

of time,

- the period of time com prises one or more cycles, bei ng a cycle defined as the

seq uence of one batch of water and one of gas; and,

- a cycle is defi ned by the f luid injection rate and the batch duration in t ime;

wherein

- the B i is water if varia ble is positive/negative and B is gas if S varia ble is



negative/positive,

- the Zwi takes the values of | | if sign(Si) is positive/negative and zero

otherwise; and,

- the Zgi takes the values of if sign(S is negative/positive and zero

otherwise .

8.- A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the objective function to be

maximized / is the net present value.

9.- A computer program product configured to carry out a method according to any

preceding claim.

10.- A system for the development of a reservoir of hydrocarbon in a natural

environment deployed according to a production strategy defined by a method

according to any of claims 1-8.
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